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Current Practices in the
Development of Decision Support Systems

Jack T. Hogue
College of Business Administration

University ofNorth Carolina at Charlotte

Hugh J. Watson
College of Business Administration

University of Georgia

ABSTRACT
Decisionsupport systems are one of the latest developments incomputer-based information
systems. There are a variety of indications that their development differs in important ways
from othertypes of information systems. This article reports the findings of an investigation
of how 18 decision support systems were developed. Six major areas were explored: (1) the
nature of the developmental approach; (2) user involvement in system development; (3) the
time required for system development; (4) the incorporation of the decision maker's style in
the system; (5) the role of information systems and operations research/management
science personnel in the developmental effort; and (6) specific procedures and techniques
used in system development

Introduction should be built, used, and modified as needed. The
system should reflect the user's decision-maldng style.

Beginning in the late 19604 there appeared a type of The user should be an integral member of the develop-
computer-based information system (CBIS) with mentteam The systemshould be builtquickly, usingthe
capabilities and characteristics different from previous latest computer hardware and software technology.
systems. Unlike electronic data processing (EDP) or Developmentshouldbeinthehandsofusersratherthan
management information systems (MIS), these decision CBIS professionals
support systems (DSS) have had a significantimpacton
semistructured and unstructured decision making in a These generalizations have been applied to a number
growing number of organizations. They emerged in re- of decision support systems. however, it has been the
sponse to managers' and others' needs for decision authors' experience that some decision support systems
support, evolving computer hardware and software are developed in ways that differ considerably from the
technology, and a growing understanding of what is re- generalizations Because of this, the authors conducted
quired in order to support difficult decisions. a survy of 18 decision supportsystems to determine how

they were developed. Six major areas were explored: (1)
Early in the evolution of DSS it became apparent that the nature of the development:al approach; (2) user
traditionalDBIS developmental methodologies, suchas involvement in system development (3) the time required
the systems development life cycle, were often inap- for system development; (4) the incorporation of the
propriate for DSS. The decision-making environment decisionmaker's style inthe system; (5) the role ofCBIS
changes too rapidly to allow a formal set of system and operations research/management science personnel
specifications to exist for long. Decision makers are in the developmental effort; and (6) specific procedures
unable to specify in advance exactly what their infor- and techniques used in system development The survey's
mation needs are. CBIS professionals are unable to findings provide an expanded and enhanced perspective
make timely delivery of the types of systems needed. of how decision support systems are currently being

developed. Also provided is a discussion of what factors
Alternative development methodologies wem suggested appear to influence DSS development Since all the
under a variety of names: adaptive, evolutionary, DSSwerereportedasbeingsuccessfulbytheirusersthe
heuristic, and middle out These methodologies contain findings and discussion may provide helpsulinsights for
several elements in common Small tentative systems DSS developers.
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Relevant Literature (1981) has indicated that survey results suggest a short
time period, with completion times ranging from 1 day to
20 weeksNATURE OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL

APPROACH
INCORPORATION OF DECISION-

DSS development can be considered from either a MAKING STYLE
micro or a macro viewpoint The micro viewpoint focuses
onthe developmentofaspeci/ic decisionsupportsystem Over the years considerable attention has been devoted
while the macro viewpoint is concerned with how all to providing information to managers in ways that increase
decision support systems in an organization are the likelihood that it will be used and will improve
developed While both viewpoints are important nearly managerial performance (e.g., summary versus detailed
all research has been directed toward the development reports, graphical versus tabular output). In the case of
of a specific DSS (an exception is the work of Sprague DSS, this concern has been expanded. Many researchers
and Carlson, 1982). Our study also takes the micro evensuggestthataDSS shouldconformwithanindividual
viewpoint, and any further reference to DSS development user's decision-malmig style (Keen, 1981; McCosh and
refers to the creation of a specific DSS. Scott Morton, 1978; Scott Morton, 1981). On the other

hand, Sprague (1980) presents the view that if a DSS is
In the literature there is a virtual consensus that the to support the varying styles of multiple users, then the
developmental approach for a DSS should differ from DSS should not capture a single pattern. Huber (1983)
other types of CBIS. It is suggested that because of the states that " in practical terms... the DSS design effort
difficulty of initially specifying information requirements shouldbedirectedtowardcreatingaDSS thatisfiexible,
possible changes in the decision-making environment friendly, and that provides a variety of options. If this
and changes inthe decision-makingtask the development focus is adopted, the matter of an apriori determination
of a DSS should be iterative and evolutionary in nature ofthe(individual) user's styleasabasisofidentifyingthe
withrapid feedbackatall stages. Keen(1980) statesthat most appropriate design becomes largely irrelevant" (p.
"...DSS is relevant to situations where a 'final' system 575).
can be developed only through an adaptive process of
learning and evolution" (p. 15). Another consideration not addressed in the literature is

the maintenance of the decision maker's style when
actual interaction with the DSS is through an inter-

USER INVOLVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT mediarry. In these cases, additional issues must be
considered, including the availability of the decisionUser involvement is not a new concept in the develop- makertothe intermediary, access bytheintermediarytoment of any DBIS application, but is has received the DSS, and the speed of the system's response.particular attention with regard to DSS. Again, a virtual

consensus exists with regard to a need for user involve- ROLE OF CBIS AND OR/MS IN DSSment in DSS development. User involvement however,
takes on a slightly different meaning with regard to a Thereisconsiderablespeculationabouttherelationship
DSS. With traditional computer applications, users are betweenDSS andCBIS and OR/MS intermsofresourcesprimarily involved in the definitional stages and the and personneL Blumenthal (1981) states that DSS and
users are frequently non-management With regard to other CBIS activities" simplydonotmix" andthatboth
DSS development heavy user involvement is advocated organizational location and use of resources must be
throughout the developmental process and with a kept separate. Sprague (1981) indicates that the location
significant amount of direct management participation. of DSS development seemstobe movingin a decentral-Many researchers advocate not only user involvement ized way into the functional areas. Locander, Napier
(management and non-management), but also user and Scamell state that "the information processingcontrol over the project, thus requiring continuous professionals must be highly involved with the users
involvement and responsibility (McLean, 1979; Naumann during systems development" (p. 54).and Jenkins, 1982; Sprague, 1980; Sprague, 1982).

Operations research/management science pmfessionals
DEVELOPMENT TIME now recognize the potential that DSS has for their

profession. Because of the important role that models
Lengthof the developmental effort is difficultto specify playinthe functioning of a DSS, manyresearchers believe
since many DSS are never "finished" but rather, that the OR/MS professional will play an active role in
continuously evolve. Some research indicates that the the incorporation of models in DSS. However, other
total time for a useful working system to evolve is observers see only a limited role for the OR/MS
measured in days, weeks, or occasionally months. Keen professional.
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DSS DEVELOPMENTAL TECHNIQUES sufficient number of organizations with a DSS, the
AND PROCEDURES Atlanta and Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan areas were

chosen as the study sites. These areas were selected
The development of DSS requires vatious technical because of easy access and because a large number of
capabilities as well as specific project management organizations are located there.
techniques. Sprague (1980) suggeststhattherearethree
levels of DSS technology. The first is the specific DSS, The companies to be studied were determined by con-

which is the hardware and software system used to   tacting major corporations m which upper-level decision
support a specific set of decision-making tasks. Then making would most likely be concentrated. The com-
there is the DSS generator or a package of related panies contacted were chosen from published lists of
hardware and software which provides a set of capabil- Atlanta and Dallas-Fort Worth based corporations and
ities to quickly and easily build a specific DSS. Finally, from referrals by colleagues and other company officials.
there are DSS tools which are hardware and software Selection was based on telephone interviews with the
elements used to directly create a specific DSS or are highest ranking company official knowledgeable about
incorporated as components of DSS generators. There the existence of a DSS in their organization (e. g., vice-
is little evidence to indicate the percentage of decision president for information services). 'Ib decide whether
support systems developed from DSS tools as compared ornot anorganization had a DSS, the criteria presented
to DSS generatora below were used. Every firm included in thestudy had a

DSS which met the essential criteria and most of the
Sprague has suggested management of the develop- decision support systems also satisfied all of the addi-
mental process through the use of milestones, check- tional criteria.
points, and documentation. Bennett (1983) suggests
"yardstones" as opposed to milestones for more frequent Essential Criteria for a DSS
feedback/evaluation. However, in a study of users of a
particular DSS generator, Keen (1981) found that very • Supports butdoesnotreplacedecisionmaking
few formal management review techniques were used
In particular, he found less than 16 percent of the • Directed toward semistructured and/or un-

structured decision-malang tasksDSS surveyed had used any form of project docu-
mentation • Data and models organized around the

The Study decisions(s)

• Easy to use hardware and software interface
STUDY METHOD

A field study with personal interviews was selected as Additional Criteria for a DSS
the method for obtaining the desired information. This
methodology was believed to be appropriate because of • Interactive processing
the depth and breadth of information desired in topic
areas which, in some instances, are poorly understood - DSS use and controlis determined by the user
Personal interviews minimized terminology problems
and allowed probing into interesting and relevant areas • Flexible and adaptable to changes in the envi-

ronment and decision maker's style
The actual interviews required 2 to 3 hours with the
highest ranking individual in the company who had a • Supports all phases of the decision-making
high level of interaction with the DSS. In all cases, the process
interviewee was either a high ranking decision maker
(president or vice president) or a high ranking assistant Eighteen companies were selected from a total of 109
to the decision maker(senior financial analystormiddle initial contacts. Ofthese 18, one was used to pre-testthe
manager). The interviewers used a questionnaire to interview process and was, after repeat interviews, in-
structure the interview, but responses were tape recorded cluded inthe total sample. 'Ihble 1 lists the 18 companies
rather than written to allow for a fluid and probing and the purpose oruse of the DSS in their organization.
discussion.

SAMPLE SELECTION INTERVIEW DOCUMENTATION

In order to minimize the cost of conducting personal The findings from the interviews were documented in
interviews and to maximize the likelihood of locating a two basic formats: individual company case studies and
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Table 1

Sample Companies and DSS Use

Company DSS Use

American Airlines Price and Route Selection
American Petrofina Corporate Planning and Forecasting
Central and Southwest Corporation Corporate Planning and Forecasting
Champlin Petroleum Corporate Planning and Forecasting
First United Bankcorporation Investment Evaluation
Frito-Lay, Inc Price, Advertising, and Promotion Selection
General Dynamics Price Evaluation
Gifford-Hill and Company Corporate Planning and Forecasting
Lear Petroleum Evaluation of Potential Drilling Sites
Mercantile 'Ilexas Corporation Corporate Planning and Forecasting
National Gypsum Corporate Planning and Forecasting
Southern Railway Fain Dispatching and Routing
Texas-New Mexico Power Corporate Planning and Forecasting
Texas Oil and Gas Corporation Evaluation of Potential Drilling Sites
Texas Utilities Company Corporate Planning and Forecasting
The LTV Corporation 'Ibrms of Sale of Downtown Office 'Ibwer
The Western Company Corporate Planning and Forecasting
Zale Corporation Evaluation of Potential Store Sites

summary tables across companies. The case studies conclusion is that while evolutionary developmental
allowed the researchers an opportunity to capture a approaches are in the majority with DSS, there is con-
complete picture of each individual DSS. The summary siderabe variation in the approaches employed
tables provided a comparison of all of the 18 decision
support systems examined USER INVOLVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT

The stages in the developmentof a DSS were describedThe Findings in the interviews as including: the initial idea for its
creation; the specification of information requirements;

NATURE OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL the building of the DSS; testing; demonstration of its
APPROACH operation and capabilities; and its final acceptance. For

each of the stages companyofficials were asked whether
Duling the interviews the researchers discussed the personnelatthevariousmanageriallevelswereinvolved
characteristics of both ends of a continuum of systems not at all slightly, moderately, or heavily. The percent-
development methodologies. At one end was the sys- age of managers who were at least moderately involved
tems developmentlife cycle approachtraditionallyused (Le., moderately or heavily) are presented in'Ihble 3.
with computerized applications. At the other end was
the evolutionary approach advocated for use with DSS. Several observations can be made about the data. First,
After this disCUSSi04 the company official was asked to the "All" column which shows user involvement inde-
indicate on a 7 point scale which developmental approach pendent of managerial level (ie., lower, middle, or top),
was used. A 1 represented a pure SDLC approach and a reveals that there is substantial involvement at all stages
7 a pure evolutionary approach All of the companies indicated at least moderate user

involvement fortheidea, information requirements, and
Thesummarizedresponsestothisquestionareshownin acceptance stages. Also evidentfrom the data isthattop
Table 2. The data showthatmostDSS (two-thirdsinthis management had almost no involvement in building and
survey) employ an evolutionary development though testing their decision support systems and had only a
perhaps not in a pure sense. The number of DSS (one- small role in their demonstration. In the case of middle
third) falling on the SDLC endof the continuumis larger management there was considerable involvement at all
than one might expect after reading the literature. The stages of the developmental process. The generally low
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Table 2

Developmental Methodology Used

Percentage
Developmental Approach* of Companies

Life Cycle 1 5.5
2 11.1
3 16.7
4 0
5 27.8
6 22.2

Evolutionary 7 16.7
100%

*Measured on a 7-pointscale witha 1 equaltoapure SDLC approachand a 7 equalto a pure

  evolutionary approach.
levels of involvement by lower management can be long it took to develop the initial "final product" This
explained by the fact that the systems studied were termwasexplained tomeanthatthe DSS hadpassed the
almost exclusively designed to support middle and/or acceptance stage. Theirresponses are shown in'Ikble 4.
top management decision mahng. In general these
findings are consistent with those reported elsewhere. The overall impression is that the time required to

develop a DSS can vary considerably. 'Itenty-eight
percentofthe DSS studiedweredevelopedinlessthana

DEVELOPMENT TIME month, but 39 percent required a year or more. Some of
the DSS were used to support decision making before

Investigating the time required to develop a DSS is they took their final folm. However, the majority of the
difficult because a DSS is never completely finished. By DSS which took a year or more to complete were not
its very nature it is expected to evolve. This problem was used untiltheywere finalized. These findings revealthat
addressed by asking company officials to indicate how decision support systems often take longer to complete

Table 3

Management Involvement in the
Development of the DSS

Management Level*
Stage Lower Middle Top All**

Idea 0 61.1 61.1 100
Information Requirements 0 77.8 61.1 100
Building 11.1 72.2 5.6 77.8
Testing 11.1 72.2 5.6 83.3
Demonstration 11.1 77.8 27.8 88.9
Acceptance 0 72.2 66.7 100

*Percentage of companies with management involvement at each management level and
development stage.

**Combines management involvement from all three managerial levels.
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Table 4

Time Required to Develop the DSS

Length of Project Percentage of Companies

0 - 1 Month 27.8
1-12 Months 33.3

1-2 Years 33.3
2-4 Years 5.6

100%

than has been suggested previously. Some of the longer in72 percentof the companiesthe DSS supports multiple
times are similar to those associated with MIS projects users (with 6.6 being the mean number of users).

Because the DSS tend to support multiple users, they
INCORPORATION OF DECISION-MAKING were designed to be flexible. As'Ihble 5 shows, they are
STYLE especially flexible in the questions that may be posed

and the output specifications that may be requested.
The study found that in 45 percent of the companies , Many decision makers utilize intermediaries to operate
therewasanattempttocustomizethedesignofthe DSS the DSS, either as a substitute for or in addition to theto accommodate a user's decision-making style. Design- decision maker. The study found that 77 percent of theers did this by observing the decision maker at work (6 DSS are operated, at least occasionally, by a staff inter-percent), questioningthedecisionmakeraboutmethods mediary. In 33 percent of the organizations the decisionused (11 percent), orhavingthe decisionmakerdescribe maker and an intermediary sometimes work together in
the methods employed (28 percent). Seldom was there a terminal session. In 44 percent of the companies the
an attempt to fully replicate a user's decision-making decision maker operates the DSS alone.
process. More typically, the focus was on examining
information requirements and data manipulation meth- Severalissuesrelatedtothemaintenanceofthedecision
oda This was deemed a more practical approach because maker's style when the DSS is operated by an inter-

Table 5

Abnity of the DSS to Respond to
Various Methods of Use

Percentage
DSS Capabilities of Companies

Respond to Questions
Posed in Any Order · 88.9

Respond to What-If
Questions 100

Output Available in
Various Levels of Detail 100

Output Available as
Graphical or Tabular 77.8
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mediary were explored. Itwas found, forexample, thatin While models are important DSS components, they are
100 percent of the companies the intermediary has normally created by functional area personnel rather
unrestricted access to the decision make. In 78 percent than by OR/MS professionals. In only one company did
of the organizations, terminals which provide access to the OR/MS groupleadthedevelopmentoftheDSS, and
the DSS are located within 50 feet of the intermediary. in another they served in a consulting role. Functional
Also, response from the DSS is fast Seventy- two per- area personnel were generally found to be well versed in
centoftheorganizationsreportaturnaroundtimeofone the application of OR/MS techniques.
to five seconds to receive output from the DSS.

These findings clear up some of the conflicting state-
These findings suggest that a user's decision-making ments in the literature. DSS development is user led. An
style is sometimes considered when a DSS is designed. organization's CBIS group plays an important role,
However, accommodations for style are normally handled especially in the technical support area Separate OR/
by making multiple dialog options available to users. MS groups are not currently involved in most DSS
This approach seems especially appropriate in light of projects.
the number of users typically served by a DSS. Inter-
mediaries have a good opportunity to maintain a user's
decision-making style because of unrestricted access to DSS DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES AND
the decision maker, easy access to the DSS, and quick PROCEDURES
turnaround times.

Either DSS tools or a DSS generator can be used to
build a specific DSS. Fifty percent of the companies

ROLE OF CBIS AND OR/MS IN DSS used a DSS generator, including products such as
SIMPLAN, Profile, EIS, MicroDSS/F and IFPS. Other

The study investigated the extent and nabire of involve- companies relied on tools such as microcomputers,
mentofCBISand OR/MSgroupsinthedevelopmentof CRTs, programming languages, graphics, optimization
a DSS. With regard to the CBIS group, itwas found that algorithms, goal- seeling models, and statistical analysis
they were frequently involved but seldomly in a leader- routines. A number of companies combined DSS tools
ship role (see'Ihble 6). More typically, CBIS personnel and generators in building their DSS.
were used as consultants or as team members directed
bythe user gmup. This does notmeanthat CBIS was not Managementofthe developmentalprocess throughreview
important to the overall development of the DSS. As anddocumentation was found tobefrequent, butless so
'Ihble 7 illustrates, the DSS is quite often heavily depend- than has been suggested as being desirable. Table 8
ent on CBIS for hardware, system software, and com- indicates points in the DSS developmental process
munications capabilities. requiling review or approval. With the exception of

Thble 6

Form of CBIS and OR/MS Involvement
in DSS Development

Role Played by the CBIS Group in Role Played by the OR/MS Group in
the Development of the DSS the Development of the DSS

Percentage Operations Percentage
CBIS Role of Companies Research Role of Companies

None 38.9 None 88.9

Leader 5.6 Leader 5.6

Participant 22.2 Partidpant 0

Consultant 33.3 Consultant 5.5
100% 100%
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Table 7

Source of Resources Used in Developing the DSS

Source*
Resource Functional Area CBIS OR/MS Other

Hardware 16.7 66.7 5.6 11.1

System Software 22.2 61.1 5.6 11.1

Communications
Capabilities 5.6 66.7 5.6 11.1

Data Entry 100 5.6 0 5.6

Applications
Software 100 11.1 0 0

Developmental
Personnel 94.4 38.9 5.6 22.2

*Percentage of companies where resources are supplied by various sources. The percent-
ages summed across the rows may exceed 100 percent because of multiple sources.

project initiation specification of information require- ary developmental methodology. Our investigation
ments, and finalapprovalofthe DSS, mostreviews were suggests that several factors are important the scope of
conducted informally by either staff or management the DSS; the level of DSS technology employed; the
(usually from within the project team). ability to specify information requirements in advance;

the developer of the DSS; the characteristics of the
DocumentationoftheDSSwasfoundtobeinconsistent decision-maldng task; the availability of DSS technology
Eighty-seven percent of the companies documented in the organization; and the cost of the DSS.
procedures forusingthe DSS. However, only 13 percent
of the organizations documented the DSS programs. One factor affecting the developmental methodology is
These figures suggest that at least partial documenta- the scope of the DSS which must be built A life cycle
tion is performed more frequently than previously approach is more often employed when the DSS supports
reported. either company-wide decisions or decisions requiring

company-wide data These situations commonly require
relatively long analysis times and tend to lead to a life

Discussion cycle approach.

Another consideration is the level of DSS technologyHaving presented the findings on how decision support used. In general, DSS generators lead to an evolutionary
systems are developed, it is interesting to speculate approach while DSS tools favor the SDLC. Clearlyabout why they are developed in this manner. The related to this is the ability of a DSS generator to place
following comments are not based on statistical analysis applications development in the hands of the userwhile
bu4 rather, on general impressions gained from dis- DSS tools typically require the skills of specialists.
cussions with the company officials who participated in
the study. The ability to specify information requirements in ad-

vance is also an important consideration. In the single
NATURE OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL case where a pure SDLC was used, the information
APPROACH requirements were known and did not change during

system development This DSS was used at the opera-
One interesting issue involves the factors which influence tionallevel of the company, but fora critically important
whether a DSS is created usinga SDLC or an evolution- and recurring decision.
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Table 8

Points in the Developmental Process
Reviewed or Evaluated

Nature of Review*
Points Staff Management Written Management

None 16.7 27.8 38.9

Idea 38.9 38.9 38.9

Information
Requirements 33.3 27.8 22.2

'Iksting 11.1 0 0
Completed System 44.4 38.9 27.8

Specific Components 22.2 16.7 11.1

Each Cycle/ 11.1 11.1 0
Iteration

Weekly 5.5 5.5 0

Bi-monthly 5.5 0 0

*Percentage of companies with various types of review at different points in the develop-
mental process

The DSS developer is another factor. Systems created costly ones, This review process adds structure and
by specialists tend tobemore closelyassociated withthe leads to more of a SDLC approach.
SDLC approachthanthose developedbytheenduseror
someone who works with the end user (e.g., an assistant
or specialized staff in the same functional area). USER INVOLVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT

The charactelistics of the decision-making task also Another interesting area involves the forces which influ-
affect the developmental approach employed. Of par- ence the amountofuserinvolvementinthe development
ticular importance is the distinction between strategic ofa DSS. Three factorsappeartobe important the level
planning, management control, and operational controL of DSS technology employed; the characteristics of the
The SDLC approach is most commonly associated with
DSS that support operational control responsibilities.

decision-making task; and whether the task involves

Strategic planning systems are often developed using an
independent or interdependent decision making.

evolutionary approach. This observation is not surpris- In general, the availability of a DSS generator increases
ing, since itis related tothe abilitytospecifyinformation the amount of user involvement Because the DSSrequirements in advance. generator often places application development in the
The availability of DSS technology needs to either functional areas, users become more involved in all
create or purchase DSS tools or a DSS generator, this stages (e. g., building and testing) of the developmental
outlay of time, effort, and funds tends to increase the process. This is less likely to occur when DSS tools are
structure of the entire DSS developemental approach used
On the other hand, if all of the required technology
already exists it facilitates an evolutionary approach. More structured decision-making tasks tend to require

lessuserinvolvement This is especiallytrue inregardto
The final factor is the cost of the DSS. Expensive the specification of information requirements. Conse-
systems are subject to more careful review than less quently, DSS for strategic planning and management
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control usually demand more user involvement than the case, there remains an important role for the CBIS
those for operation control. group. Theyare commonlyneeded fortechnical support

in areas such as making hardware recommendations,
Because group decision making normally requires more evaluating software products, negotiating contracts, and
discussion than does individual decision malang, this placing new software on the system. They are also
leads to greater user involvement for DSS which supports frequently used in an advisory role during system
group rather than individual decisions. It follows then development
that DSS for pooled interdependent and sequential
interdependent decision making have greater user in- Centralized OR/MS personnel have little involvement
volvement that those which support independent with most DSS projects There seem to be several
decisions. reasons for this: increased OR/MS expertise through-

outorganizationswhichreducestheneedforspecialized
assistance; software products which facilitate modeling

DEVELOPMENT TIME efforts; and the perceived remoteness of many OR/MS
groups.

The time required to develop a DSS is more variable
than suggested previously. A number of factors contrib-
ute to this. In particular, longer development times are DSS DEVELOPMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND
associated with systems that are: developed by non- PROCEDURES
functionalarea personnel; expensive; supportcompany-
wide decisions or require company-wide data; support DSS generators have greatly facilitated the develop-
corporate strategic planning; were developedusingDSS ment of decision support systems. However, many DSS
tools ratherthanDSS generators; require new computer are built from scratch using DSS tools or combine tools
hardware or software; and support interdependent de- and generators in their construction Over time we
cision making. should expect an increase in the role played by DSS

generators as new generators are introduced and exist-
ing ones are enhanced. Some of the improvements

INCORPORATION OF DECISION-MAKING taking place include additional dialog options, better
STYLE database management capabilities, and micro and main-

frame compatible versions ofDSS generators capable of
Most DSS can accommodate an individual user's deci- uploading and downloading models and data
sion-making style. However, how this is accomplished
differs somewhat from the approaches which are some- Review, evaluation, and documentation of DSS do not
times suggested. Thekey factoris flexibilityofoperation appear to be major issues with builders or users. When
rather than a design that replicates a single user's deci- they do take place, they are typically informal Perhaps
sion-making process. This flexibility is often realized this is because the builders and users are normally so
through the computer hardware and software used. close to the project that all parties know its status,
Examplesincludegivingtheusertheoptionofamenuor functions, and capabilities. However, a potential prob-
a command language, providing a choice of tabular or lem with this orientation is that over time the DSS may
graphical output (or both at the same time using need to be changed and may have to serve new users.
"windowing" technology), and layering the command Poor documentation under these conditions may cause
language to accommodate both novices and experts. difficulties.

Another way a users decision making style is maintained
is through the intermediaiy. Because of the close reta- Suggestions For Further Research
tionship between the intermedialy and the decision
maker, easy access to the DSS by the intermediary, the
flexibility of the DSS, and the quick response from the No attempt was made to randomly select the decision
system, the intermediary is often able to maintainmuch support systems used in this study. When an interesting
of the decision-maker's style during DSS operation. DSS was found, itwas included. This fact along withthe

sample size, limits the generalizations which can beThese approaches seem especially appropriate in light made. Follow-upstudiesonsomeofthemoreinterestingof the different users typically supported. findings of this research are needed

ROLE OF CBIS AND OR/MS IN DSS Several specific recommendations for further research
can be made. In several areas, conjectures have been

The majority.of DSS work is performed by specialized made aboutthe factors affecting how aDSS is developed.
staff and functional area personnel Even though this is These factors can be empirically investigated. Another
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Locander, W.B., Napier, A, and Scamell, R. "A 'Iham

Approach to Managing the Development of a
indicate that DSS development practices are not static Decision Support System," MIS Quarterly, Volumeand need to be studied on anon-going basis Forexample, 3, Number 1, March 1979, pp. 53-63.
the purchase of a DSS generator permanently affects McCosh, A., and Scott Morton, M.S. Managementhow decision support systems are developed in an Decision Support Systems  John Wiley and Sons,organization Some organizations are forming DSS New Yorlx New Yorl£ 1978.
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